
FORGE THE NARRATIVE SEASONAL
TOURNAMENT PACKET

TOURNAMENT RUNDOWN:

Are you ready for the no holds barred action 
that can only come from total war in the 41st 
millennium?

WHAT RULES/BOOKS/DATA SLATES CAN I USE?

Warhammer 40k 7th Edition Battle Forged rules 
and publications, published at least 15 days 
before the event date, are allowed.

This includes multiple combined arms 
detachments, special characters, faction rules, 

etc. 

All 40k Approved fortifications are allowed if 
they can wholly be placed within all of the 
standard deployment zone types. 

However your opponent may re-position any 
piece(s) of terrain the minimum distance from 
your fortification if it displaces those pieces of 
terrain. 

The new terrain's position must be roughly 
within 3" said fortification. Construct your 
armies using the Warhammer 40k Seventh 
Edition rules for Battle Forged Armies (Starting 
on Pg 117 of the BRB). 

Forge World, Imperial Armor and Horus Heresy 
lists are allowed.  Horus Heresy, 30k, lists must 
be submitted 30 days in advance for review. If 
you plan to use a 30k list all forces must be 
chosen from that era. Use the 7th edition army 
construction rules found in Warhammer 40k: 
The Rules, not those found in the HH books.

SPORTSMANSHIP:

Sportsmanship is the number one priority. This 
includes time management during the game.  
Be the kind of opponent you would want to 
play against.

WHAT YOU MUST BRING:
You must bring all rules information 

relevant to your army list.  This includes 

any codices, supplements, data slates 

and published FAQs.

You must bring all templates needed for 

play of your army list.

You must bring dice.

You must bring a tape measure.

You must bring at least seven copies of 

your army list. (One for the judges, one 

for you and one to show your opponents.  

Most players bring a fresh copy of their 

list for each opponent.)

WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING:
You should bring four to six 40-50mm 

objective markers.

MODEL POLICY:
You must bring models to represent your 

chosen army list.

All models must be WYSIWYG.

All models must be painted to at least a 

three-color standard.

All models must be representative of the 

units/army selections they are supposed 

to be.  
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Model Policy (CONTINUED)

The line between proxy and counts as can be 
blurry. If there is any questions please email the 
organizer with a picture attached of your 
models for approval.

Games Workshop models of the appropriate 
type must be uses to represent all summoned 
or spawned units. Summoned or spawned units 
must be painted to at least a three-color 

standard.

Modeling for an in game advantage is not 
allowed. This includes using out of date, or 
older models to gain an intentional 
advantage.

Any ‘counts as’ units must be specifically 
explained to all of your opponents before 
any dice are rolled.

Time:
Start and end times will be enforced as strictly 

as possible to keep the tournament moving.  

Repeated slow play will result in penalties 

to your overall tournament score.

If you think you are going to have difficulty 

completing a game turn within 15 minutes 

of the end of the round please inform a 

judge immediately.

If the game is progressing at a pace where 

you think it will be difficult to complete at 

least four game turns please inform a judge 

immediately.

Judges:
Several non-playing judges will be available 

during the event.

If a judge is asked to give a ruling during a 

game his ruling is final.

If you call a judge, please have the 

appropriate books open to the relevant 

pages to speed up the process.

The Battles:
Swiss matchups will be used to determine 

pairings each round.

Please provide your opponent with a copy of your 

army list before dice are rolled each round.

Please ask your opponent if he/she has any 

questions about anything in your list.

Missions and Scoring:
A selection of missions will be used from the 

Forge The Narrative mission pack. Scoring is 

detailed within each mission.

The Forge The Narrative mission pack can be 

found here if you would like an updated copy:

http://www.lounge.belloflostsouls.net/podcasts/

FTNmissionpack.pdf 

See page four for specifics on scoring missions

themselves.

Prizes:
Prizes support will be determined by the total 

number of participants.

Good Luck to everyone, and may the dice be

with you!
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Setting Up Your games:
Please do the following steps in order before you start your game. Make sure to introduce yourself to your opponent, 

and shake their hand.

place objectives:
Roll off to place objectives. The player that wins this roll sets up the first objective PER the mission being played. 

Most of the objectives in these missions have automatic placements, but it is a good idea to see where they will be 

before you choose sides, and models hit the table.

Objectives are considered to have infinite height and depth (up and down).

Determine Deployment Zones & Terrain Types:
Roll off to choose deployment zones per the mission being played. The player that wins this roll picks his deployment 

zone for the game. Discuss terrain, using applicable published rulebook terrain types, and rules.

Warlord Traits:
Whichever player wins the roll to choose their deployment zone, then also rolls their warlord trait either from their 

army’s codex, or by using the rules on page 124 of the main rulebook. 

Psychic Powers:
Roll for psychic powers. It is recommended that if you have an excessive amount of psykers/powers to roll for to have 

a sheet made up for you and your opponent to keep track of these rolls. Please also use markers to note any powers 

that may stay in play on the battlefield each turn.

Deployment
Roll off to see who deploys first. The player that wins this roll may choose to deploy first or second. If they set up 

first, they may choose to take the first turn after both players have finished deploying. Their opponent may attempt to 

seize the initiative, and scout as normal. See previous note about fortifications.  

Mission Special Rules
Certain mission special rules are in play depending on what mission is being played. Please read the “Mission Special 

Rules” section in the top right of each mission.
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Scoring Missions:
This page deals with some special situations that pertain to the scoring of missions. If you have any questions please don’t 

hesitate to ask!

Lords of war, super heavies of any type, & gargantuan creatures:
In any instance where Kill Points are a scoring condition, each full 3 hull points or wounds removed from model(s) of these 

types count as one kill point for scoring purposes. In instances where a full unit must be destroyed to gain a battle point, 

each full 3 hull points or wounds removed will count as a unit destroyed.

Force organization slots:
Armies that possess no, or have no choices in a given force organization slot, forfeit any battle points associated with their 

opponent eliminating those selections as part of an objective. Some units such as Imperial Knights consist of models that do 

not occupy a slot on the force organization chart when fielded as an army. When situations like this arise, with models not 

having a clearly defined slot to occupy on said chart in a primary detachment (p122) treat each unit like this as one of the 5 

possible force organizations slots (HQ, Elite, Troop, fast attack, and elite) up to a maximum overall of 10. 

Wipeout rule:
If you wipe out your opponent, i.e.. Table them, then you are awarded all battle points that involve a kill point or unit 

destroyed condition. Your opponent does not lose any points they have accumulated, if applicable. (It is possible that this 

could force a draw result for these types of mission objectives.)

Scoring Objectives:
Use the rules on p134 for scoring all objectives.
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